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pretty neat machine!

think as an engineer/programmer

synbio= to look at biology as a technology
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bacterial chemosensors
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the concept of adaptation
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Cryo-electron microscopy of Tsr chemoreceptor assemblies in E. coli.

Khursigara et al. PNAS 2008;105
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high level view & properties

sensitivity

range

multitype

adaptation

inputs/ligand

receptor array

cheY*

ultra-sensitive engine

difference engine, need to stay in the engine zone
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conformational signaling in chemoreceptor 3x2-mers

Khursigara et al. PNAS 2008;105
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contact & catalytic graph
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allosteric graph & the 2 feedbacks
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allosteric graph 2

conformational spread (Bray et al.1999)

amplification

do not need to be of the same type!

array structure matters ...
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W. Fontana 2008 lecture notes

perfect adaptation - conceptually

2
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(zeroth order kinetics = reaction velocity is 
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a difference calculator

- new injected ligands capture black receptors

- number of inputs to 1st order red reaction decreases, 
hence red velocity decreases

- green reaction is 0th order so velocity stays the same, so
green replenishes the stock of free black receptors 
(digging in the reserve of white receptors) 
- until their number reaches its pre-injection level 
(now fewer white receptors around - still enough to 
saturate green)
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%agent: Ea(x)
%agent: Eb(x)
%agent: S(x~0~1)
%agent: L(x)

'bind LS1' L(x),S(x~1) -> L(x!1),S(x~1!1) @ 'kl'
'unbind LS1' L(x!1),S(x~1!1) -> L(x),S(x~1) @ 'kl-'

'bind EaS0' Ea(x),S(x~0) -> Ea(x!1),S(x~0!1) @ 'k1a'
'unbind EaS0' Ea(x!1),S(x~0!1) -> Ea(x),S(x~0) @ 'k1a-'
'flip01' Ea(x!1),S(x~0!1) -> Ea(x),S(x~1) @ 'k2a'

'bind EbS1' Eb(x),S(x~1) -> Eb(x!1),S(x~1!1) @ 'k1b'
'unbind EbS1' Eb(x!1),S(x~1!1) -> Eb(x),S(x~1) @ 'k1b-'
'flip10' Eb(x!1),S(x~1!1) -> Eb(x),S(x~0) @ 'k2b'

%mod: [T] > 500 do $ADD 10 (L(x))
%mod: [T] > 1000 do $ADD 20 (L(x))
%mod: [T] > 1500 do $DEL [inf] (L(x?))
%mod: [T] > 2000 do $ADD 100 (L(x))
%mod: [T] > 2500 do $DEL [inf] (L(x?))

%obs: 'S1total' S(x~1?)
%obs: 'S0total' S(x~0?)
%obs: 'S1free'  S(x~1)
%obs: 'S0free'  S(x~0)
%obs: 'L' L(x?)

%var: 'kl'      10
%var: 'kl-'     100

%var: 'k1a'! ! 1
%var: 'k1a-'     1
%var: 'k2a'! ! 0.1

%var: 'k1b'! ! 0.001
%var: 'k1b-'     1
%var: 'k2b'! ! 1

%var: 'n_Ea' ! 10
%var: 'n_Eb' ! 100
%var: 'n_S'  ! 200
%var: 'n_L'! ! 0

%init: 'n_Ea' (Ea())
%init: 'n_Eb' (Eb())
%init: 'n_S'  (S(x~0))
%init: 'n_L'  (L(x))

http://kappalanguage.org

a Kappa model of this simple system

Monday, 3 October 2011
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Kappa - stochastic version 

+ 100 ligands
shift from S0 to S1
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level of S1free is constant despite injections (blue)

red-green = bound S1
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one half of one piece of the story... a deconstruction of bacterial chemotaxis
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a less cartoon model

with a=0 (square), a=1 (circle)
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bacterial chemosensors
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a mixed party of receptors 
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(see Supplementary Figure S2 for results using another
parameter set).
Conceptually, the MWC-type models (Mello and Tu, 2005;

Endres and Wingreen, 2006; Keymer et al, 2006) can be
considered as a special case of the general Ising model with
infinite coupling strength within (finite-sized) functional
clusters. All the receptors within an MWC functional cluster
(see Figure 1C) switch between their active and inactive states
synchronously (‘all-or-none’), regardless of their types
(Tar, Tsr) or methylation levels. As a result, the local activities
of individual receptors are exactly the same as that of the
whole cluster (/aSq,m!/aS). Therefore, in terms of adapta-
tion, the methylation/demethylation process in an MWC-type
model is effectively only determined by the global activity, the
same as the GA model studied here.
Before studying the two simplified adaptation models (GA

and LA), it should be noted that in wild-type E. coli cells, the
activation (phosphorylation) of the demethylation enzyme
CheB depends on the global activity of the receptor cluster.
Thus, the global and local activities can combine in a complex
‘hybrid’ manner to affect the adaptation dynamics. However,

including this detail in the demethylation dynamics does not
change the general results and conclusions of this paper as
long as LA effects exist (see Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Figure S5 for details).

Adaptation dynamics for mixed receptor cluster:
local adaptation prevents permanent methylation
crosstalk

Using the local adaptation (LA) model described in the last
section, we study and predict the adaptation dynamics of Tar
and Tsr in a mixed cluster. As shown in Figure 2A, in response
to a step increase of the chemo-attractant MeAsp, the activity
of Tar is suppressed immediately by ligand binding. Owing to
the heterogeneous receptor–receptor interactions (EC), the
activity of Tsr in the mixed receptor cluster also decrease
quickly. After the initial activity drop, the system starts to
recover (adapt) by increasing the receptor methylation levels,
which restores the receptor activities to their initial pre-
stimulus levels. In the GA models (such as the MWC-type
model), the methylation levels of both types of receptors
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Figure 2 The adaptation dynamics of a mixed receptor cluster in response to addition of ligand. (A) Adding modest amount (180 mM) of MeAsp induces immediate
activity drops for both Tar and Tsr receptors. Afterwards, Tar activity recovers monotonically (blue line), whereas Tsr activity (red line) first increases to a higher level
(overshoot) and then returns back to its initial level. Black line is the averaged activity recovery trajectory of the entire heterogenous receptor cluster. (B) Tar and Tsr
exhibit different methylation dynamics after MeAsp addition: Tar increases its methylation level monotonically to a higher level (blue line), whereas Tsr is first methylated
then demethylated, and returns to its pre-stimulus state (red line). (C,D) The dynamics of the receptor populations in each methylation level for Tar and Tsr, respectively,
after adding 1 mMMeAsp. (E) Schematic illustration of methylation dynamics after MeAsp addition under local (upper row) and global (bottom row) adaptation schemes.
The blue color represents the Tar-related components and red color are the Tsr-related components. The water level inside each receptor represents activity of that
particular receptor.
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where the collective NFB dominates, this will increase methylation levels of receptors of other
type, also incapacitating them.

1.3 Chemosensor modeling

To capture a description into a quantitative model is always clarifying. It can help the design
further than that.

§a conceptual model of adaptation - after W. Fontana

We can simplify everything down to R, L, and CheR/CheB - supposing CheR is in 0th order
regime (saturated) and CheB in 1st order. By injecting new ligands, some will capture methylated
receptors, therefore the number of inputs to CheB decreases, but CheR does not care about its
own inputs, and therefore replenishes the stock of free methylated receptors (digging in the
reserve of umethylated ones) until their number reaches exactly its former level (but now we
have fewer white receptors around - still enough to saturate green).

§Times scales -

We can distinguish three different time scales (in increasing order):
- l, a the ligand binding and conformation (including conformation spread on the lattice) sub-
state space
- m, B, R, A, Y and the engine control
- Rq lattice composition and structure (including transcriptional control, excluding hypothetical
fast local rearrangements by conformation spread) -not considered here.

This leads to a natural split of the model into a quasi-equilibrium part, described via an
energy assignment, for the ast time-scale, and an other one for the dynamics of methylation.

The model below is after Sourjik et al., MSB 2011.

§Model 1, energy part - fast time scale, quasi-equilibrium

The various allosteric interactions are modeled by energy terms - one each. A higher energy
means a lesser probability. Specifically, p(q, l, a,m) ∝ exp(−E(q, l, a,m))).

The energy E(q, l, a,m) of a receptor of type q in state (l, a,m) is defined as the sum of the
following 3 types of terms:
- RR-coupling with Cqq� < 0 a symmetric function (this term depends on the R-neighbours of
R, it is responsible for the conformational spread):

E(Rq(a) :Rq�(a�)) = aCqq�(a
� − 1/2) (1)

- LR-coupling with Ka
q the dissociation constant of the Lq :Rq(a) complex:

E(Lq :R
q(a)) = logKa

q − log[Lq] (2)

- ma-coupling with mq,0 the set point for methylation of an active Rq, αq < 0:

E(Rq(m, a)) = aαq(m−mq,0) (3)

The above fixes the probability p(q, l, a,m) that a given q-receptor is in state (l, a,m) as a function
of [Lq], its level of methylation, and the conformation of its neighbours.
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§Model 2, differential part -

In the second part of the model, we need to describe how the CheB, CheR dynamics kicks in.

d/dt p(q,m) = (1− a) · kqR(p(q,m− 1)− p(q,m)) + a · kqB(p(q,m+ 1)− p(q,m))

where:
- p(q,m) is the probability that an Rq is in methylation state m,
- kqR, k

q
B are the rates at which an Rq is methylated/demethylated by the associated enzymes

CheR , CheB,
- a is either the activity state of the said Rq, or the average activity �aq� of the Rq population
(mean field), or the global average �a� over the population of all receptors (regardless of their
type).

§Objectives - further modeling

Create a full (Kappa) model, study the dependence of the response in the structure of the receptor
cluster, self-assemble that cluster; also introduce one parameter for the local/global NFB balance.
Retina reboot by dilution (a ↑ under dilution as the RR-coupling disappears, so m ↓?)?

5
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We can compute the average activity of an Rq in m-state m:

�aq,m� = e−
�

nn Hc(q,1,a
�
,q

�)−Hm(Rq(m,0)) + e−
�

nn Hc(q,1,a
�
,q

�)−Hl(q,1)−Hm(Rq(m,0))

e−Hm(Rq(m,0)) + e−Hl(q,0) + e−
�

nn Hc(q,1,a�,q�)−Hm(Rq(m,0)) + e−
�

nn Hc(q,1,a�,q�)−Hl(q,1)−Hm(Rq(m,0))
(4)

§Model 2, differential part -
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cluster, self-assemble that cluster; also introduce one parameter for the local/global NFB balance.
Retina reboot by dilution (a ↑ under dilution as the RR-coupling disappears, so m ↓?)?
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5

total average activity of an R^q

mean field approx: 
replace Hc(nn) with Hc(<aq>)

need to specify a number of nn

1. p’(q,m) = p(q,m) + dt * d/dt p(q,m) 

2. solve fixpoint in R12

<aq,m> = F(<aq>,[L])
<aq> = Sum_m p’(q,m) * <aq,m>
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about the mean field approx: 
one can also do a Monte-Carlo simulation - more later
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(see Supplementary Figure S2 for results using another
parameter set).
Conceptually, the MWC-type models (Mello and Tu, 2005;

Endres and Wingreen, 2006; Keymer et al, 2006) can be
considered as a special case of the general Ising model with
infinite coupling strength within (finite-sized) functional
clusters. All the receptors within an MWC functional cluster
(see Figure 1C) switch between their active and inactive states
synchronously (‘all-or-none’), regardless of their types
(Tar, Tsr) or methylation levels. As a result, the local activities
of individual receptors are exactly the same as that of the
whole cluster (/aSq,m!/aS). Therefore, in terms of adapta-
tion, the methylation/demethylation process in an MWC-type
model is effectively only determined by the global activity, the
same as the GA model studied here.
Before studying the two simplified adaptation models (GA

and LA), it should be noted that in wild-type E. coli cells, the
activation (phosphorylation) of the demethylation enzyme
CheB depends on the global activity of the receptor cluster.
Thus, the global and local activities can combine in a complex
‘hybrid’ manner to affect the adaptation dynamics. However,

including this detail in the demethylation dynamics does not
change the general results and conclusions of this paper as
long as LA effects exist (see Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Figure S5 for details).

Adaptation dynamics for mixed receptor cluster:
local adaptation prevents permanent methylation
crosstalk

Using the local adaptation (LA) model described in the last
section, we study and predict the adaptation dynamics of Tar
and Tsr in a mixed cluster. As shown in Figure 2A, in response
to a step increase of the chemo-attractant MeAsp, the activity
of Tar is suppressed immediately by ligand binding. Owing to
the heterogeneous receptor–receptor interactions (EC), the
activity of Tsr in the mixed receptor cluster also decrease
quickly. After the initial activity drop, the system starts to
recover (adapt) by increasing the receptor methylation levels,
which restores the receptor activities to their initial pre-
stimulus levels. In the GA models (such as the MWC-type
model), the methylation levels of both types of receptors
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Figure 2 The adaptation dynamics of a mixed receptor cluster in response to addition of ligand. (A) Adding modest amount (180 mM) of MeAsp induces immediate
activity drops for both Tar and Tsr receptors. Afterwards, Tar activity recovers monotonically (blue line), whereas Tsr activity (red line) first increases to a higher level
(overshoot) and then returns back to its initial level. Black line is the averaged activity recovery trajectory of the entire heterogenous receptor cluster. (B) Tar and Tsr
exhibit different methylation dynamics after MeAsp addition: Tar increases its methylation level monotonically to a higher level (blue line), whereas Tsr is first methylated
then demethylated, and returns to its pre-stimulus state (red line). (C,D) The dynamics of the receptor populations in each methylation level for Tar and Tsr, respectively,
after adding 1 mMMeAsp. (E) Schematic illustration of methylation dynamics after MeAsp addition under local (upper row) and global (bottom row) adaptation schemes.
The blue color represents the Tar-related components and red color are the Tsr-related components. The water level inside each receptor represents activity of that
particular receptor.
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Keymer et al, 2006). In particular, in vivo measurements of
pathway activity using fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET; Sourjik and Berg, 2002; Vaknin and Berg, 2007) and the
corresponding modeling work (Mello and Tu, 2003b) demon-
strated strong interactions between different types of chemo-
receptors, such as Tar and Tsr. Cooperativity among different
types of receptors allows them to act together (globally) in the
mixed cluster to amplify the response to any specific signal.
Sensory adaptation in E. coli chemotaxis is carried out by

receptor methylation and demethylation, mediated by two
cytoplasmic enzymes: methyltransferase (CheR) and methy-
lesterase (CheB), which add and remove methyl group (CH3

! )
at specific methylation sites on the receptor, respectively. This
covalent modification of the receptor modulates the activity of
the attached histidine kinase CheA, which phosphorylates not
only CheY but also CheB. As CheB methylesterase activity
dramatically increases on phosphorylation (Djordjevic et al,
1998), the overall (global) kinase activity can control the
methylation process through CheB phosphorylation. In addi-
tion, receptors undergo reversible conformational changes
upon ligand binding and methylation, e.g., in their HAMP
domain (a linkage domain underneath the plasma membrane)
as shown by recent cryoelectron microscopy experiments for
E. coli Tsr receptor (Khursigara et al, 2008). Studies on
ubiquitin receptors have shown that conformational changes
in the linkage domain can affect the selectivity and affinity of
enzyme binding and catalysis processes (Sims and Cohen,
2009; Sims et al, 2009), and the observed conformational

change in MCP receptors can, in principle, also directly affect
methylation kinetics, providing a possible local feedback
mechanism, in which the adaptation of an individual receptor
is controlled by its own ‘local’ activity. Besides evidences from
structural studies, a recent systematic study of receptor
modification kinetics (Amin and Hazelbauer, 2010) has clearly
confirmed that the receptor methylation rate is modulated by
the receptor’s ligand occupancy and methylation level, which
are related to its activity/conformation.
Despite our understanding of the heterogeneous receptor

cooperativity, little is known about its effects on the adaptation
process in the mixed receptor clusters. To explain the observed
accurate adaptation to external stimuli, Barkai and Leibler
(1997) first proposed that the receptor methylation/demethy-
lation in bacterial chemotaxis depends on the activity of
receptor–kinase complexes. This integral feedback mechan-
ism (Yi et al, 2000) maintains the overall kinase activity of the
cell within the narrow operational range of the ultrasensitive
flagellar motor (Cluzel et al, 2000). However, as illustrated
in Figure 1A, if the overall kinase activity controls the
methylation/demethlayion dynamics of the individual recep-
tors and if the receptors are strongly coupled in the cluster,
there will be severe methylation crosstalk between different
types of receptors; e.g., the Tsr receptors will be methylated
to the same degree as the Tar receptors even when the cell
only experiences a change in the aspartate concentration.
As receptor methylation serves as the cell’s memory of
the external chemical environment (Webre et al, 2003), such
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Figure 1 Illustration of the different models of receptor adaptation and receptor cooperativity. (A) The global adaptation model, in which the overall integrated activity a
controls the methylation dynamics of individual receptor. [L]1(2) represents MeAsp (serine) concentration;m1(2) and a1(2) represent Tar (Tsr) methylation level and its local
activity (conformational state). (B) The local adaptation model, in which the methytlation of individual receptor is controlled by its own conformational changes. (C) The
MWC-type model for receptor cooperativity. The extended receptor cluster is divided into tightly coupled functional complex (large dashed circle), within which the
receptors, Tar (blue circle) and Tsr (red circle), are synchronized to be either active (filled) or inactive (hollow). (D) The Ising-type model, in which neighboring receptors
interact with a finite coupling strength to favor (but not absolutely enforce) same activities.
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(double) negative FB’s

... need to model the network itself

but ... amplification depends on the receptor network

signal-specific memory & adaptation

Ising conformational coupling

more subtle questions: mixed type repartition has an influence on function? on structure?
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receptors, such as Tar and Tsr. Cooperativity among different
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lation in bacterial chemotaxis depends on the activity of
receptor–kinase complexes. This integral feedback mechan-
ism (Yi et al, 2000) maintains the overall kinase activity of the
cell within the narrow operational range of the ultrasensitive
flagellar motor (Cluzel et al, 2000). However, as illustrated
in Figure 1A, if the overall kinase activity controls the
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how would you modify this machine and to do what?

think of the molecular components new and old 

the modeling aspects

the security problems as well

that is what the IGEM computation asks ...
 (and then of course you get to try to build the system for real!)

ED team for IGEM’11 won again best model prize at the regionals!
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